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Rick And Morty 1
The smash-hit comic book series based on Dan Harmon and Justin Roiland’s
hilarious [adult swim]™ animated show RICK AND MORTY™ is available in its
fourth deluxe hardcover collection! When aliens threaten to destroy the world
(again), what happens when Jerry tries to talk 'em out of it? Nothing good! Morty
and Summer need dates to the prom, but when Rick tries to...help...everyone
BUGS out! From Interdimensional Cable to Beth's never-ending struggles for
even the smallest amount of respect...you'll find all that and more in this
oversized collection, not to mention 5 full issues of Multiple Morty Madness!! This
special edition collects issues #26-30 of the main series, as well as the entire
Pocket Like You Stole It miniseries, based on the bestselling mobile game. It also
includes a brand-new introduction, cover art, and a gallery of Pocket Like You
Stole It trading cards! Get schwifty!
The hit comic book series based on Dan Harmon and Justin Roiland’s hilarious
[adult swim] animated show RICK & MORTY continues! Catch up on the
adventures of degenerate genius Rick Sanchez and his bumbling grandson
Morty as they explore the outer reaches of time, space, and decency. This
collection features issues #6-10 of the comic book series, including the "Ball
Fondlers Special" by guest artist Andrew MacLean, "A Very Special Blumbus,"
illustrated by series writer Zac Gorman, and a cyberpunk adventure across the
multiverse. Plus: bonus mini-comics showcasing fan-favorite characters!
The biggest pickle-sized character in pop culture comes to comics! In this
reimagined version, written by Delilah S. Dawson (Star Wars) and with art from
series artists CJ Cannon and Nick Filardi, Rick gets out of some much-needed
family therapy time by inventing a fruit gun, which he uses on himself, and things
go...poorly. What's that, you say? You didn't know cucumbers are fruits? How
embarrassing... Plus: Jaguar's back too, and he's on a mission to save his
daughter from a fan-favorite character you'll never expect.
An oversized full-color hardcover encyclopedia collecting hilarious trivia on the
characters from the ultra-hit animated series! In an interdimensional reality as
crazy and wild as Rick and Morty, it can be hard to keep all of the characters
straight, and now you don't have to use any more of your precious brain space to
do it! It's all in this here book, baby! In this new collection, learn all about your
favorite (and not so favorite) characters from around the multiverse. Take a look
at all of the titular characters, the humans and the aliens, with the Rick and Morty
Character Guide. Want to know more about the Council of Ricks? Or Ricks
feelings on Zeep Xanflorp? Or why Bird Person talks like that? This book has got
you covered! Collecting information on the whole cast of characters, this book is
a must-have for any fan of the award-winning Adult Swim show!
Featuring exclusive never before seen concept art with a killer Glow-in-the-Dark
cover, this is the art book that Rick and Morty fans have been waiting for! The
animated science-fiction adventures of Rick and Morty are irreverent, shocking,
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and hilarious--from the cynical and rapid-fire one liners, to the grotesquely and
endearing character designs. Now, take a deep trans-dimensional dive into the
creation of these many insane universes with The Art of Rick and Morty! This
new book is a must-have, not only for followers of the series, but for fans of
animation as well! Featuring intimate commentary from the show's creators
accompanying a vast collection of process, concept, and production art, this
striking volume offers a tantalizing exploration of one of the most outlandish and
beloved shows on television. Don't miss your chance to see the amazing art that
goes into creating this twisted and fantastic Adult Swim series!
Well, it finally happened. Rick and Morty are in Hell, and we don't mean the DMV.
It's fire, brimstone, and torture for all eternity. Typical Rick, he sees a way out of
this mess and drags Morty with him on a horrific adventure to speak to...the
manager. It's Dante's Inferno meets Office Space, and all hell's about to break
loose! Collects the full 5-issue miniseries from writer Ryan Ferrier, artist
Constanza Orozo, colorist Sarah Stern, and letterer CRANK!
The hit comic book series based on Dan Harmon and Justin Roiland’s hilarious
Adult Swim™ animated show RICK AND MORTY™ is available in its third deluxe
hardcover collection! This special edition collects issues #21-25 of the main
series, as well as the entire Lil' Poopy Superstar miniseries. It also includes a
brand-new introduction by Rick and Morty™ show co-creator Dan Harmon, over
thirty pages of extras, and an exclusive sound clip voiced by Justin Roiland.
Wubba lubba dub dub! Catch up on the adventures of sociopathic genius
scientist Rick Sanchez and his inherently timid grandson Morty Smith as they
embark on dangerous adventures across the universe! Recoil at the despicable
Doofus Jerry and his attempt to take over the family (and the world)! Relive the
joys and sorrows of Tiny Rick! Join Summer and Mr. Poopybutthole on their own
adventure through fame and misfortune! All that and more in this oversized
collection!
The hit comic book series based on Dan Harmon and Justin Roiland’s hilarious
[adult swim] animated show RICK & MORTY continues! Catch up on the
adventures of degenerate genius Rick Sanchez and his bumbling grandson
Morty as they explore the outer reaches of time, space, and morality. This
volume features Eisner award nominated writer Kyle Starks (Sexcastle) in
collaboration with series artist CJ Cannon in a three-issue story of interplanetary
drug rings and star-traveling pickup artists. Also included is "Rick Burn, Dude,"
drawn by artist Marc Ellerby, in which Rick and Morty take a germaphobic planet
by storm, a totally swole one-shot drawn by Kyle Starks, and hilarious backup
comics about the whole family!
Rick and Morty™: Pocket Like You Stole It is the fan-favorite comic book miniseries
based on the popular Adult Swim™ television series and inspired by the Pocket Mortys
mobile game. Morty is on a quest to free himself (and all the other Mortys) from the
clutches of Ricks, who collect Mortys and force them to battle one another for
schmeckles and glory. Along the way, he’ll discover the grisly history of Morty battling,
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the dastardly lengths that Ricks are willing to stoop to in order to win, and perhaps… the
strength in himself that’s needed to free the Mortys once and for all!
Tired of forever being in danger, Morty gets Rick to procure him a powerful armored
suit, but of course things never go easy like you'd expect, bruh. Read now the tale of
THE RICKONING, an event so cataclysmic that the worlds of Rick and Morty will never
be the same. Collecting issues #56-60 of the hit series from Oni Press, this is a mustread for any and all fans of Cartoon Network's Rick and Morty.
"Special hardcover edition includes the first ten issues of the comic book series, over
forty pages of cover art and an exclusive sound clip."-Learn the secret stories and hidden pasts of your favorite Rick and Morty characters in
Oni Press's new quarterly series of one-shots: RICK AND MORTY PRESENTS! In this
first issue, J. Torres (Teen Titans Go!, The Mighty Zodiac) teams up with Rick and
Morty series artist CJ Cannon to explore the twisted and bombastic history of THE
VINDICATORS in an all-out superhero comics extravaganza. Read in amazement as
the superhero team travels through dimensions to recruit other heroes to defeat a villain
of their own making. Gasp in shock and awe as the plot twists and previously irrelevant
characters revive from the dead! Frown in frustration as you forget the complicated
backstory of suddenly important mythic items! And most of all... WUBBA LUBBA DUB
DUB!
Prepare yourself for Uncle Grandpa. He is everyone's magical uncle and grandpa, and
he's here to help kids with their problems in surreal and wacky ways! Explore a
collection of zany shorts and games starring Uncle Grandpa, Pizza Steve, Mr. Gus, and
all the other crazy characters from the hit Cartoon Network show created by Peter
Browngardt. Collects the complete miniseries, issues #1-4.
Rick and Morty: Pocket Like You Stole It is a new comic book miniseries based on the
popular Adult Swim television series and inspired by the Pocket Mortys mobile game! In
this five issue series, Morty is on a quest to free himself (and all the other Mortys) from
the clutches of Ricks, who collect Mortys and force them to battle one another for
schmeckles and glory. Along the way, he’ll discover the grisly history of Morty battling,
the dastardly lengths that Ricks are willing to stoop to in order to win, and perhaps… the
strength in himself that’s needed to free the Mortys once and for all?
Based on the hit new season 4 of Rick and Morty, see some of your favorite new
characters collide in RICK AND MORTY: WORLDS APART, a brand new mini-series!
See the outrageous S**t Dragons (featured in episode 4) on a brand new tantalizing
adventure where only Morty can save them. And when Facist Teddy Rick (as seen in
episode 1) shows up and ruins Rick's ultimate vacation plan, no one is safe!
Learn the secret stories and hidden pasts of your favorite Rick and Morty characters in
Oni Press's RICK AND MORTY PRESENTS! These 4 oversized comics, collected here
for the first time, focus on fan-favorite characters and storylines, with writing and art
from today's top talent! Each story is illustrated by series artist CJ Cannon, with Nick
Filardi and Brittany Peer. From writer J. Torres (Teen Titans Go!, BroBrots), delve into
the secret history of THE VINDICATORS! Writer Daniel Mallory Ortberg (co-founder of
The Toast) tells the tale of KROMBOPULOS MICHAEL, the professional assassin who
just loves killin'. Writer Magdalene Visaggio (Kim & Kim, Eternity Girl) wonders if it
matters that SLEEPY GARY's a mind-altering parasite, if it makes Jerry...happy? And
writer Delilah S. Dawson reimagines the Emmy award-winning episode PICKLE RICK.
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Dan Harmon & Justin Roiland’s hilarious hit Adult Swim animated show RICK & MORTY now
has its own comic book series from Oni Press! Join degenerate superscientist Rick Sanchez
as he embarks on all-new insane adventures with his awkward grandson Morty, his teenage
granddaughter Summer, his veterinary surgeon daughter Beth, and his hapless son-in-law
Jerry. In this issue: Part One of “The Wubba Lubba Dub Dub of Wall Street”!
Catch up on the adventures of degenerate genius Rick Sanchez and his bumbling grandson
Morty as they explore the outer reaches of time, space, and how much of Jerry one person can
take. This volume features Eisner-nominated writer Kyle Starks (Sexcastle) in collaboration
with series artist CJ Cannon in a three-issue story about the despicable Doofus Jerry and his
attempt to take over the multiverse. Also included is the uncanny and sinister "Morty Shines,"
drawn by artist Marc Ellerby, the action-packed return of Tiny Rick in “Honey, I Shrunk The
Ricks,” drawn by Kyle Starks. Plus: hilarious bonus comics about the whole family!
Collects Inhuman #1-6.
The hit comic book series based on Dan Harmon and Justin Roiland's hilarious [adult swim]
animated show RICK & MORTY is now available in its first collection! Join the excitement as
depraved genius Rick Sanchez embarks on insane adventures with his awkward grandson
Morty across the universe and across time. Caught in the crossfire are his teenage
granddaughter Summer, his veterinary surgeon daughter Beth, and his hapless son-in-law
Jerry. This collection features the first five issues of the comic book series, including "THE
WUBBA LUBBA DUB DUB of WALL STREET," "MORT-BALLS!" and more, along with
hilarious mini-comics showcasing the whole family.
The pop culture juggernaut and the best-selling role-playing game team up once again in an allnew companion story! Once upon a game, Rick, Morty and the Smith family went on magical
D&D adventures...now, magical D&D adventures are coming to Earth, and no one will survive
the Painscape! The world's greatest role-playing game returns to plague the world's most
dysfunctional animated family! Fan favorite dice dependent Jim Zub (Samurai Jack, Savage
Sword of Conan) re-teams up with Eisner-nominated cartoonist +5 Troy Little (Fear and
Loathing in Las Vegas, The Powerpuff Girls) to destroy Adult Swim's pop culture juggernaut
and the best-selling role-playing game that once used the term "THAC0."
Rick and Morty's insane adventures continue in this latest volume. Featuring alien invasions,
prom night catastrophes and ethically ambiguous cloning.
You’ve got to—belch!—roll for initiative, Morty! Two pop culture juggernauts are teaming up and
neither multiverse is prepared for what comes next! When Morty sees a cute girl at school
playing Dungeons & Dragons, he asks Rick to show him the ropes, only to discover that his
grandfather is a veteran gamer. Next thing he knows, the entire family has been pulled into a
campaign that escalates from virtual D&D simulations to alternate universes governed by the
rules of the game. And as it turns out, Rick isn’t the only one who knows his way around a
d20.
Learn the secret stories and hidden pasts of your favorite Rick and Morty characters in Oni
Press's new quarterly series of one-shots: RICK AND MORTY PRESENTS! In this issue, writer
Daniel Mallory Ortberg (co-founder of THE TOAST) joins series artists CJ Cannon and Nick
Filardi to tell the tale of KROMBOPULOS MICHAEL, the professional assassin who just loves
killin'. Discover the roots of Rick's relationship with the galaxy-trotting killer with no code of
ethics: children, animals, old people... it doesn't matter!
It's THE comics event of 2021: Rick's New Hat! No really. It's a thing. See, there's a hat. And
it's Ricks. And it's NEW. Also time, space, and reality are unravelling and nobody seems to
care. When Rick and Morty buy the greatest hat in all the multiverse, it attracts an evil so banal
that even our intrepid adventurers may not be able to stop it. In true comics event tradition, this
one features everyone from Rick and Morty, to Mr. Poopybutthole, Pickle Rick, and MORE. A
faux-crossover event from the evil geniuses behind Rick and Morty Presents: Birdperson.
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Collects issues #1-5 of the hit series.
Perfect for die-hard fans, Rick and Morty Presents: Volume 2 explores the lives of four more
characters from the hit [adult swim] TV show! Learn even more of the secret stories and hidden
pasts of your favorite Rick and Morty(TM) characters. A frightful tale about everyone's
favorite(ital) character: Jerry! What happens when you ask Mr. Meeseeks to discovery the
meaning of life? Nothing good! Plus: the "behind the music" style secrets of The Flesh
Curtains, Rick's band! And don't miss a story centered on Unity, Rick's favorite ex-girlfriend.
Why does she need him to take over the Galaxy? You'll have to read to find out!
The runaway hit comic book series based on Dan Harmon and Justin Roiland’s hilarious
[Adult Swim] animated show RICK AND MORTY explores the complexities of friendship and
fame in LIL’ POOPY SUPERSTAR! Mr. Poopybutthole is in trouble, and he turns to the one
person he can trust: Summer Smith! She's more than willing to help, but is he telling her the
whole truth? Summer will find out as she and Mr. Poopybutthole embark on their very own
fantastic adventure across space, complete with jailbreaks, hijackings, and high school prom.
Plus, backup comics featuring good ol' Rick and Morty!
A magical mixture of rules options for the world's greatest roleplaying game. The wizard Tasha,
whose great works include the spell Tasha's hideous laughter, has gathered bits and bobs of
precious lore during her illustrious career as an adventurer. Her enemies wouldn't want these
treasured secrets scattered across the multiverse, so in defiance, she has collected and
codified these tidbits for the enrichment of all. EXPANDED SUBCLASSES. Try out subclass
options for every Dungeons & Dragons class, including the artificer, which appears in the book.
MORE CHARACTER OPTIONS. Tasha's Cauldron of Everything introduces a host of class
features and feats, plus straightforward rules for modifying a character's racial traits and
customizing their origin. INTRODUCING GROUP PATRONS. Whether you're part of the same
criminal syndicate or working for an ancient dragon, each group patron option comes with its
own perks and types of assignments. SPELLS, ARTIFACTS & MAGIC TATTOOS. Discover
more spells, as well as magic tattoos, artifacts, and other magic items for your campaign.
EXPANDED RULES OPTIONS. Try out rules for sidekicks, supernatural environments, natural
hazards, and parleying with monsters, and gain guidance on running a session zero. A
PLETHORA OF PUZZLES. Ready to be dropped into any D&D adventure, puzzles of varied
difficulty await your adventurers, complete with traps and guidance on using the puzzles in a
campaign. Full of expanded content for players and Dungeon Masters alike, this book is a
great addition to the Player's Handbook. Baked in you'll find more rule options for all the
character classes in the Player's Handbook, including more subclass options. Thrown in for
good measure is the artificer class, a master of magical invention. And this witch's brew
wouldn't be complete without a dash of added artifacts, spellbook options, spells for both
player characters and monsters, magical tattoos, group patrons, and other tasty goodies.
The eighth trade paperback volume based on the widely popular [adult swim]™ show collects
issues #36-40. The hit comic book series based on Dan Harmon and Justin Roiland’s hilarious
[adult swim]™ animated show RICK AND MORTY™ continues in all-new stories not seen on TV!
Catch up on the adventures of degenerate genius scientist Rick Sanchez as he drags his
inherently timid grandson Morty Smith on dangerous adventures across the universe! This
volume features Eisner-nominated writer Kyle Starks (Sexcastle) and series artist Marc Ellerby
in collaboration with all-star talent like Tini Howard (Rick and Morty: Pocket Like You Stole It),
Josh Trujillo (Love is Love), Rii Abrego (Adventure Time), and Sarah Stern (Zodiac Starforce).
Witness the sheer depths of sadness in "A Jerry Bad Day"! Glory in the gothic vampire-killing
madness of "Let the Rick One In"! See Rick turn into a bunch of different objects (it's not just
pickles anymore, bro!) in "Battle Rickale"! All that and more in this collection of Rick and Morty™
comics! Collects issues #36-40.
With a host of bonus material, this deluxe edition is a must have for every Rick and Morty fan.
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Collecting issues 46-50 of the hit series, and Rick and Morty Presents issues 6-10, this deluxe
edition starts with five stories of Rick and Morty madness, like the time where Morty takes it too
far, and Rick really needs to blow off some steam. Where better to do that than "RickWorld,"
where every Rick can live out his every fantasy?! Plus, an episode of Interdimensional Cable,
interrupted in the weirdest way possible! Next up: Jerry's got a job, Morty's got a girlfriend,
even Beth's happy! Something is terribly, terribly wrong, and Morty has to figure it out. And
don't miss a very special issue where Rick and Morty experience their very own Groundhog
Day! Last but not least, celebrate #50 issues of the comic with a Morty's Mindblower's story,
baby!!! Wubba lubba dub dub! PLUS the "BALL FONDLERS SPECIAL" by guest artist Andrew
MacLean, "A VERY SPECIAL BLUMBUS," illustrated by series writer Zac Gorman, and a
cyberpunk adventure across the multiverse. Plus: bonus mini-comics showcasing fan-favorite
characters! Featuring work by Eisner-nominated writer Kyle Starks (Sexcastle) and series artist
Marc Ellerby in collaboration with all-star talent like Karla Pacheco, CJ Cannon (Rick and Morty
Presents), Ian MacGinty (Adventure Time, Rocko's Modern Life), Sarah Stern (Zodiac
Starforce), and many more of your favorite Rick and Morty creators!
The hit comic book series based on Dan Harmon and Justin Roiland’s hilarious [adult swim]
animated show RICK & MORTY is now available in its first collection! Join the excitement as
depraved genius Rick Sanchez embarks on insane adventures with his awkward grandson
Morty across the universe and across time. Caught in the crossfire are his teenage
granddaughter Summer, his veterinary surgeon daughter Beth, and his hapless son-in-law
Jerry. This collection features the first five issues of the comic book series, including "“The
Wubba Lubba Dub Dub of Wall Street,” "Mort-Balls!" and more, along with hilarious minicomics showcasing the whole family.
This full-color hardcover artbook showcases the third and fourth seasons of the animated
science-fiction adventures of everyone's favorite alcoholic scientist and his grandson! Rick and
Morty are back, baby! They never even left! Reruns, dog! Streaming! Anyway, grab your portal
gun and get back to exploring the creation of this beloved TV series with its comical characters
and their interdimensional counterparts, wack-a-doo aliens, and far-out locations. This full-color
hardcover artbook showcases the interstellar art of the third and fourth seasons of your favorite
animated sci-fi adventure. This deluxe edition includes: • An acetate sleeve with Rick and
Morty's silhouettes • Gilded edges and a ribbon marker • A glow-in-the-dark lithograph print •
Replicas of Rick's iconic bumper stickers Dark Horse Books and Adult Swim offer another peek
beneath the creators' curtain with The Art of Rick and Morty Volume 2. Glow-in-the-Dark
Cover! More concept art! More creator commentary! More stuff!
Embarquez dans le vaisseau du génie dépravé Rick Sanchez et de son étrange petit-fils Morty
pour un voyage à travers le temps et l'espace ! Des tribunaux en orbite aux prisons
intergalactiques infestées de clones malfaisants, aux camps de vacances occupés par des
serial killers, rejoignez Rick, Morty, Beth, Jerry et Summer dans un voyage que vous n'êtes
pas prêts d'oublier, et qui n'a pas fini de vous faire hurler. De rire.
The hit comic book series based on Dan Harmon and Justin Roiland’s hilarious [adult swim]
animated show RICK AND MORTY is now available in its first deluxe hardcover collection! Join
the excitement as depraved genius Rick Sanchez embarks on insane adventures with his
awkward grandson Morty across the universe and across time. Caught in the crossfire are his
teenage granddaughter Summer, his veterinary surgeon daughter Beth, and his hapless son-inlaw Jerry. This collection features the first ten issues of the comic book series, including “THE
WUBBA LUBBA DUB DUB OF WALL STREET,” "MORT-BALLS!," "BALL FONDLERS
SPECIAL," and more, along with hilarious mini-comics showcasing the whole family. This
special hardcover edition also includes an exclusive sound clip of Rick and Morty and all the
cover art from the first ten issues of the comic book series!
This full-color hardcover artbook showcases the third and fourth seasons of the animated
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science-fiction adventures of everyone's favorite alcoholic scientist and his grandson! Rick and
Morty are back, baby! They never even left! Reruns, dog! Streaming! Anyway, grab your portal
gun and get back to exploring the creation of this beloved TV series with its comical characters
and their interdimensional counterparts, wack-a-doo aliens, and far-out locations. This full-color
hardcover artbook showcases the interstellar art of the third and fourth seasons of your favorite
animated sci-fi adventure. Dark Horse Books and Adult Swim offer another peek beneath the
creators' curtain with The Art of Rick and Morty Volume 2. Glow-in-the-Dark Cover! More
concept art! More creator commentary! More stuff!
Rick and Morty enter a world most grim...a world of fairy tales! Will our favorite dysfunctional
duo escape with their lives? Will Morty let his hair down and talk to Jessica? Collecting the hit
mini-series Rick and Morty Ever After 1-4.
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